We establish necessary and sufficient conditions for weak convergence to the upper invariant measure for asymmetric nearest neighbour zero range processes with nonhomogeneous jump rates. The class of "environments" considered is close to that considered by [1], while our class of processes is broader. We also give a simpler proof of the result of [17] with weaker assumptions.
Introduction
Since [24, 15] , the study of disorder-induced phase transitions in driven lattice gases has attracted sustained interest, both in the mathematics and physics literature. The model studied there was the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP), respectively with a single defect site, and with i.i.d. particle disorder, the latter being equivalent to the totally asymmetric zero-range process (TAZRP) with constant jump rate and i.i.d. site disorder. Among subsequent works, TASEP with i.i.d. site disorder was considered in [40] , and TAZRP with a single defect site in [31] . More recently, dynamics-induced phase transition was studied ( [32] ) in finite non-attractive homogeneous TAZRP, as well as the interplay between disorder-induced and dynamics-induced condensation ( [20] ).
The aforementioned models have a single conserved quantity. In such cases, the usual picture is that there exists a unique extremal invariant measure with given asymptotic density. This can be established rigorously for translationinvariant attractive processes with product invariant measures ( [2, 13, 33] ). When invariant measures are not explicit ( [14, 5, 37] , one can only show uniqueness, but it is not known whether such a measure exists for all density values. Among natural questions is the domain of attraction of each invariant measure. We are concerned here with the domain of attraction of the critical invariant measure for a class of AZRP with quenched disorder when phase transition occurs. For asymmetric models, large-time convergence is less well understood than for the symmetric exclusion process, where complete results are available ( [34] ). Even for translation-invariant systems, most of the precise results are one-dimensional and assume a translation-invariant initial distribution. Few exceptions considering deterministic initial configurations are [11, 9] for convergence to blocking measures, and [7] for convergence to translation-invariant measures.
For models with mass as the only conserved quantity, phase transition is defined ( [21] ) as the existence of an interval of densities for which an extremal invariant measure does not exist. For the site-disordered asymmetric zero-range process (AZRP), this transition occurs when slow sites are rare enough, and for a finite system above critical density, the steady state is obtained by completing the critical steady state with a Bose-Einstein condensate at the slowest site ( [15] . For the infinite system, the expected picture is the following ( [27, 23] ). (1) There is no invariant measure above some finite critical density ρ c . (2) Starting from an initial configuration with supercritical density to the left, (a) growing condensates of mesoscopic size appear at sites slower than their local environment on the left. Each condensate disappears as soon as it enters the domain of influence of a slower condensate on its left. Intervals between condensates are at critical equilibrium. (b) Eventually, all the supercritical mass will escape at −∞, while the distribution of the microscopic state near the origin converges to the critical invariant measure.
A mathematical proof of the above picture exist only for TAZRP with contant jump rate: statements (1) and (2b) are proved in [1] , and some results related to (2a) can be found in [19] . A weaker form of (2b) is established in [17] for nonzero mean AZRP with i.i.d. site-disorder in any dimension. It is proved there that asymptotically, the local distribution of the process near the origin can never exceed the critical invariant measure, but no convergence is obtained. Besides, a subexponential growth condition at infinity is required on the initial configuration. In the present paper, for nearest-neighbor AZRP with site-disorder, within a large class of jump rate functions, we establish convergence to the critical invariant measure when starting from an initial configuration whose asymptotic density to the left of the origin is at least critical. Our result is optimal in two respects. First, for a given process, it provides a necessary and sufficient condition for convergence to the critical measure (see [10] for the proof of sufficiency). To our knowledge, this is the first time a domain of attraction is completely identified for a conservative system with nonzero drift. Note that in [1] , the initial density is assumed strictly supercritical. Next, our nearest-neighbour assumption on the kernel is the best possible: indeed, we showed in [10] that the result may not hold for non nearest-neighbour kernels. Like [1] , we are not restricted to i.i.d. disorder, but work under sufficient conditions on a given environment. Our conditions on the disorder are pointwise slightly more restrictive than those of [1] , but they equally include the case of a random ergodic environment.
To obtain our result, we prove an upper and a lower bound for limiting distributions as t → +∞. Our upper bound, valid in any space dimension, is of independent interest. Indeed, with a surprisingly short proof, we improve the result of [17] in two respects. First, we introduce a natural condition on a given environment and jump kernel; the latter is no longer required to have non-zero drift. Next, we remove the growth condition at infinity on the initial configuration.
Our approach of the lower bound is based on hydrodynamic limits. In our setting, we cannot rely on existing results. Indeed, the hydrodynamic limit of disordered AZRP in the supercritical regime has been established so far in the case of TAZRP with constant jump rate ( [28] ), but is still an open problem for more general AZRP. Let us recall that for asymmetric mod-els, the hydrodynamic limit is usually given ( [36] ) by entropy solutions of a hyperbolic conservation law of the form ∂ t ρ(t, x) + ∂ x [f (ρ(t, x))] = 0 (1) where ρ(t, x) denotes the local particle density. The function ρ → f (ρ) in (1) is the flux function, defined as the mean current in a system starting from a configuration with asymptotic mean density ρ. For attractive models, phase transition implies ( [14, 37, 5] ) that f is linear on any interval where invariant measures are missing. In the present case, it is constant above critical density. For general disordered AZRP, the hydrodynamic limit (1) was previously established in [8] in any space dimension, but only below critical density. Here we need and establish the hydrodynamic limit of a source, which is typically a supercritical process. Another question which has not been addressed yet for disordered AZRP is (strong) local equilibrium. A general approach was set up in [30] for translation-invariant models, but cannot be adapted outside this setting. We also obtain a quenched strong local equilibrium result for the source process. The ideas used here are first steps towards a more general proof of hydrodyamic limit and local equilibrium in disordered AZRP. We plan to address these issues in a forthcoming paper. Let us mention among related known results, the hydrodynamic limit of TASEP with i.i.d. site disorder ( [39] ), the occurrence of a plateau for the corresponding flux ([3]), and the hydrodynamic limit of more general exclusion-like attractive models with ergodic disorder ( [6] ).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation and state our main results. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the upper bound. Section 4 establishes the lower bound, and in Section 5 we prove the hydrodynamic limit results used in Section 4.
Notation and results
In the sequel, R denotes the set of real numbers, Z the set of signed integers and N = {0, 1, . . .} the set of nonnegative integers. For x ∈ R, ⌊x⌋ denotes the integer part of x, that is largest integer n ∈ Z such that n ≤ x. The notation X ∼ µ means that a random variable X has probability distribution µ. 
We extend g to N := N ∪ {+∞} by setting g(+∞) = g ∞ . Without loss of generality, we henceforth assume
denote the set of particle configurations. A configuration is of the form
The set X is equipped with the partial product order: for η, ξ ∈ X, we write η ≤ ξ if and only if η(x) ≤ ξ(x) for every x ∈ Z d . Let p(.) be a probability measure on Z d . For a given realization α of the disorder, we consider the quenched Markov process (η α t ) t≥0 on X with generator given for any cylinder function f : X → R by
where, if η(x) > 0, η x,y := η − δ x + δ y denotes the new configuration obtained from η after a particle has jumped from x to y (configuration δ x has one particle at x and no particle elsewhere; addition of configurations is meant coordinatewise). In cases of infinite particle number, the following interpretations hold:
For λ < 1, we define the probability measure θ λ on N by
where g(n)! = n k=1 g(k) for n ≥ 1, g(0)! = 1, and Z(λ) is the normalizing factor:
We extend θ λ into a probability measure on N by setting θ λ ({+∞}) = 0. For λ ≤ c, we denote by µ α λ the invariant measure of L α defined (see e.g. [8] ) as the product measure on X with one-site marginal θ λ/α(x) . Since (θ λ ) λ∈[0,1) is an exponential family, we have that µ α λ is weakly continuous and stochastically increasing with respect to λ,
and that the mean value of θ λ , given by
is a C ∞ increasing function from [0, 1) to [0, +∞). The quenched mean particle density at x under µ α λ is defined by
In the forthcoming statements, η 0 ∈ N Z d denotes the initial particle configuration, and (η α t ) t≥0 the evolved quenched process with generator (3) starting from η 0 in the environment α ∈ A.
We can now state our results. First, we establish a general upper bound which improves the result of [17] . It is established there for i.i.d. environments and jump kernel p(.) with nonzero drift, under an additional assumption on the initial configuration:
Here we provide a shorter proof of the same result without assumption (9) , and with an explicit assumption for a fixed environnment, which also includes cases with zero drift. 
In the case of finite nonzero drift, if we think of the random walk paths on large scale as straight lines, then (10) means that there are enough slow sites (i.e. with rates close to c) at infinity opposite the drift direction so that one has a (d − 1)-dimensional barrier of slow sites at infinity. This barrier acts as a source that carries the critical density and hence bounds the possible densities of the system. Notice that if d = 1 and the drift is nonzero, a sufficient condition for (10) is
or lim inf x→+∞ α(x) = c if the drift is to the left. The i.i.d. case studied in [17] is contained in Assumption (10), as shown by the From now on, we let d = 1, and consider a nearest-neighbor jump kernel with non-zero drift, that is
This is not a technical artefact: it is indeed shown in [10] that the forthcoming results are wrong for more general kernels. For our main theorem, we need to assume that the environment α has the following properties.
First, the set of slow sites should not be too sparse. To this end we require
This is equivalent to the existence of a sequence (x n ) n∈N of sites such that
Assumption (14) implies (12) . Next, we assume existence of an annealed mean density:
= lim
exists for every λ ∈ [0, c)
Note that the positive side (w.r.t. the origin) of Assumption (16) is necessary, while (14) or (15) concerns only the negative side. Roughly speaking, for our approach, we only need to find slow sites at −∞, while we have to prove a hydrodynamic limit statement also (slightly) to the right of 0 (see Remark 4.2). It can be shown (see Lemma 4.6 below and [10] ) that R is an increasing C ∞ function on [0, c). We define the critical density by
In the sequel, we extend R by continuity to [0, c] by defining
Note that the value obtained by plugging λ = c into (16) would not be a relevant definition of R(c), see [10] for details. Our next assumption is finiteness of the critical density:
Finally, we need the following convexity assumption:
is the left-hand derivative at c of the convex envelope of R (notice that our assumptions do not imply existence of the derivative R ′ (c)).
For instance, if R is strictly convex, then for any environment satisfying (14)- (16), R is strictly convex (see Lemma 4.6 below), and thus (H) satisfied. A sufficient condition for R to be strictly convex (see [12, Proposition 3.1] ) is that
is a nonincreasing function (20) Assumption (15), due to its second condition, is slightly stronger than assumption (12) made in [1] . Note that both are equivalent if we assume that α is a typical realization of an ergodic random environment. However, (15) includes environments with zero density of defects, which cannot be obtained as a realization of an ergodic disorder with infimum value c. A typical example is an environment α(.) for which a sequence satisfying (15) exists, with lim n→+∞ n −1 x n = −∞, and α(x) = 1 for x ∈ Z not belonging to this sequence. In this case, one has R(λ) = R(λ) and ρ c = R(c) < +∞. The second condition in (15) sets a restriction on the admitted sparsity of defects, in the sense that their empirical density must decay less than exponentially in space. We believe that this condition is an artefact of our approach, but this is the small price we can currently not avoid for extending the result of [1] to partial asymmetry and more general functions g. We also expect condition (H) to be an artefact of our method, and the convergence Theorem 2.2 below to hold without it. A similar condition appears also in the proof of [1] (on line 8, page 77), where it is automatically implied by the more stringent restriction g(n) = 1 {n>0} . (13), (14) , (16) , (18) and (H). Then, for any η 0 ∈ N Z satisfying the supercriticality assumption
Theorem 2.2 Assume
the quenched process (η α t ) t≥0 with initial state η 0 converges in distribution to µ α c as t → ∞. Given the upper bound of Theorem 2.1, the remaining part of the work will be to prove the following lower bound, for which all assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are in force. This will be done in Sections 4 and 5.
Proposition 2.1 Assume (13) , (14) , (16) , (18) and (H) . Then the following holds: for any η 0 ∈ N Z satisfying (21) , and every bounded local nondecreasing function h : X → R,
3 Proof of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1
We start recalling standard material in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, before proceeding to the actual proofs in Subsection 3.3.
Harris construction and coupling
In this section and in the sequel, we shall repeatedly use coupling arguments. We will define coupling through the Harris construction (or graphical construction) that we first recall. We introduce a probability space (Ω, F , IP), whose generic element ω -called a Harris system ( [22] ) -of Ω is a point measure of the form (2)), then one of the particles at x jumps to x + z, whereas nothing occurs outside the Poisson events. For details on this graphical construction, we refer to [6] . When necessary, random initial conditions are constructed on an auxiliary probability space Ω 0 equipped with a probability measure IP 0 .
Expectation with respect to IP (resp. IP 0 ) is denoted by IE (resp. IE 0 ). The product space Ω 0 × Ω is equipped with the product measure and σ-fields (thus environment, initial particle configuration and Harris system are mutually independent). Joint expectation with respect to the product measure is denoted by IE 0 IE.
In the sequel, we shall have to couple different processes with different (possibly random) initial configurations and possibly different environments. Such couplings will be realized on Ω 0 × Ω by using the same Poisson clocks for all processes. The following result is a consequence of the monotonicity assumption on g.
The above proposition contains in particular the monotonicity of Harris coupling (which implies attractiveness) for identical environments. If a process starts with +∞ particles at sites x ∈ S for some S ⊂ Z d , S can be viewed as a set of source/sinks, and Z d \ S as the set on which particles live. This is the object of the next subsection.
Open Jackson networks
Let S ⊂ Z d , and (η t ) t≥0 a process with generator (3) such that η 0 (x) = +∞ for all x ∈ S. Then η t (x) = +∞ for all x ∈ S and t ≥ 0, and the process (η α,S t ) t≥0 , where η α,S t denotes the restriction of η
We may identify the process on N 
The process defined by (24) is an open Jackson network, whose invariant measures are well-known in queuing theory.
Proposition 3.3 Consider the system
Assume λ(.) is a solution of (26)- (27) such that
For any S, α(.) and λ(.) satisfying (26)- (27) and (28) , the product measure
If in addition Z d \ S is finite, the system (26)- (27) has a unique solution
whereŤ denotes the hitting time of S by the random walk (X n ) n∈N with reversed kernelp(x) := p(−x), andǏ E x denotes expectation with respect to the lawǏ P x of this random walk starting from x. Besides, the restriction to (28) , in which case µ α,S := µ α,S,λ α,S is its unique invariant measure.
the process with generator (24) is positive recurrent if and only if this solution satisfies condition
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The first statement follows from standard results (see e.g. [35] ). For uniqueness we have to verify the assumption IP x (T < +∞) = 1 for every x ∈ Z d \ S, where
denotes the hitting time of S by the random walk (X n ) n∈N with kernel p, and IP x denotes the law of this random walk starting from x. This follows from the fact that a random walk on Z d a.s. leaves any finite set in finite time, unless its jump kernel is supported on {0}. But since α(x) > c for all x ∈ Z d , this case is incompatible with assumption (10). Finally, (29) is a known solution of (26)- (27) .
If the solution to (26)- (27) does not satisfy (28) , one cannot define the stationary measure. The following corollary shows how to modify the source so that it becomes possible. (26)- (27) . Define an augmented source set S ′ = S ′ (α, S, λ) by
Corollary 3.1 Assume λ(.) is a solution of
and a modified environment
Then λ(.) satisfies (28) if S and α are replaced by S ′ and α ′ , and
Proof of Corollary 3.1. This results from the following observations. First, (28) is satisfied by definitions of S ′ and λ
The point of Corollary 3.1 is that α ′ ≥ α on S ′ . Thus, taking S = ∅ in (25), we have a coupling of (η α t ) t≥0 and (η
We are now ready for the
Main proofs
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let F be a finite subset of
The complement of S ε,δ is finite because of the second condition. Hence, for any starting point x ∈ Z d \ S ε,δ , the hitting timeŤ ε,δ of S ε,δ by the random walk with kernelp(.) is a.s. finite. LetŤ ε,δ denote the hitting time of S ε,δ by the random walk with kernelp(.). We writeŤ ε,δ = min(Ǔ ε ,V δ ), wherě
These hitting times are also a.s. finite for any starting point, sinceV δ is again the exit time from a finite set, while forǓ ε this follows from (10). For every x ∈ F , it holds that lim
On the other hand, assumption (10) implies thatǓ ε is IP x -a.s. finite. It follows that, for each ε > 0, we can find δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that, for every
In the sequel, in all expressions involving ε and δ, we shall implicitely take δ = δ(ε). It follows from (29) and (34) 
We may thus, and will henceforth, take ε small enough to have (30) , and α ′ := α ′ (α, S ε,δ , λ ε,δ ) defined by (31) . Note that (36) implies
By Corollary 3.1, µ ε,δ := µ
ε,δ , and whose initial configuration in S ′ ε,δ is the restriction of η 0 to this set. By Proposition 3.3, this process converges in distribution as t → +∞ to its invariant measure µ ε,δ defined above. By (32) 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Corollary 2.1. By Fubini's theorem, it is enough to show that, for a.e. random walk path (X n ) n∈N , (10) holds a.s. with respect to the law of the environment. But for a.e. path realization, there exists an increasing subsequence (n k ) k∈N such thatX n k =X n l for k = l. Assume such a path fixed. Since the random variables {α(X n k ); k ∈ N} are i.i.d. and c is the infimum of their support, (10) holds with probability one with respect to the joint law of these variables.
Proof of Proposition 2.1
This proof, divided into several parts, is outlined in Subsection 4.1. Subsection 4.2 states new hydrodynamic limit and strong local equilibrium results for a source, given in Proposition 4.1, which will be established in Section 5. These results are the main ingredients in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Subsections 4.3 (devoted to currents, for which various properties are needed) and 4.4 contain proofs of intermediate results.
Outline of proof
As a preliminary remark we observe that, by attractiveness, it is enough to prove (22) for η 0 satisfying (21) such that
This will be assumed from now on.
Our aim is to derive a lower bound. However, since η 0 can be very irregular, for example it could have large spikes and long stretches of empty sites, regular configurations (for example with subcritical density profiles) may not be useful to obtain bounds using attractiveness. Therefore our strategy to prove Proposition 2.1 is to compare η 
for an appropriate choice of x t . This process is a semi-infinite process with a source/sink at x t : with rate pα(x t ), a particle is created at x t + 1, with rate qα(x t + 1)g(η(x t + 1)) a particle at x t + 1 is destroyed. While η α,t 0 bounds η 0 from above in the region to the left of x t , we will show that near the origin η t dominates η α,t t . Furthermore we will establish that the distribution of η α,t t in any finite domain around the origin is arbitrarily close to µ α c , and in the limit as t → +∞ we will then obtain our result. To achieve this, x t should be chosen so that in the hydrodynamic limit for the process (η α,t s ) s≥0 , the macroscopic density at the origin dominates any density lower than ρ c .
We now define quantities relevant for the hydrodynamic limit of that process. Let
As stated in Lemma 4.5 below, v 0 can be interpreted as the speed of a front of uniform density ρ c issued by a source. Assumption (H) is equivalent to the infimum in (40) being achieved uniquely for λ tending to c, which in turn is equivalent to
where R ′ + was defined in (19) .
Let ε > 0 and β < −v 0 . We have in mind that β = β(ε) will be a function of ε that tends to −v 0 as ε → 0 (the choice of this function will appear below). For the main idea developed in this section, we let x t := ⌊βt⌋, with more precision to come on β. However, for various purposes in the sequel of the paper, configurations of the type (39) may be used with a different choice of
We then proceed in two main steps as follows. We establish the comparison between η α t and (η α,t s ) s≥0 in Lemma 4.1. Then in Lemma 4.2 we derive the result of Proposition 2.1 using the semi-infinite process.
For ε > 0, let
It follows from definition (42) that
Lemma 4.1 Assume (13), (14) , (16) , (18) 
and (H). There exists a function
The limit (45) and property (44) of A ε imply that, for every bounded, local, nondecreasing function h : X → R,
The next main step is to study the asymptotics of the r.h.s. of (46): (14) , (16) , (18) and (H). Let β = β(ε) be as in Lemma 4.1. Then, for any bounded local increasing function h : (39) , where x t = ⌊β(ε)t⌋.
The combination of (46) and (47) implies Proposition 2.1.
We now give the main lines of the proof of Lemma 4.1, parts of which will be completed in the next sections. Next, to conclude the outline, we will explain the main idea for the proof of Lemma 4.2, which will be carried out at the end of Subsection 4.2.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We rely on the following interface property of nearestneighbor attractive systems, for which, more generally (see e.g. 
Proof of (49). Let ε > 0, and δ(ε) denote the r.h.s. of (50). By definition (17) of ρ c , we have lim ε→0 δ(ε) = 0. Let b := b κ =: b(ε) and β := β κ =: β(ε) be given by Lemma 4.4(ii) for κ = 2δ(ε) 1/2 . We set
Thus, by Markov inequality and (50), lim sup
On the other hand,
Hence, by (51) and Markov inequality,
The result follows from (52) and (53).
The proof of Lemma 4.4, which will be given in Subsection 4.4 below, is based on the analysis of currents (see Subsection 4.3) and on Proposition 4.1.
The idea can be sketched as follows. To establish (50), we consider for (η α t ) t≥0 the incoming current at site 1 + ⌊bt⌋ and the outgoing current at site A ε (α). The latter, by statement (62) of Proposition 4.1 applied to x t = A ε (α), cannot exceed the maximum current (p − q)c by more than ε in average, because site A ε (α) has rate at most c+ε. We show that the former cannot be less than (p − q)ct minus the initial supercritical η α -mass between b and 0. Therefore, the loss of η α -mass on the space interval [1 + ⌊bt⌋, 0] between times 0 and t cannot exceed the initial supercritical mass by more than ε, which implies that the η α -mass at time t is at least −bρ c − ε.
Let us come back to Lemma 4.2. It is a consequence of strong local equilibrium for the semi-infinite process near the origin (given in Proposition 4.1), and of Lemma 4.5 that we now state.
Recall the definition (40) of v 0 and its announced interpretation as the speed of a critical front issued by the source. We define λ − (v) as the smallest maximizer of λ → (p − q)λ − vR(λ) over λ ∈ [0, c]. Let λ 0 denote the smallest minimizer of (40), or λ 0 = c if the infimum in (40) 
Lemma 4.5 is proved in [10] . It shows that R(λ 0 ) is the density observed right behind the front. In particular, under assumption (H), this density is ρ c . Therefore, by choosing the position of the source close enough to −v 0 we can make the density of η α,t t in a neighborhood of zero close to ρ c . This is the idea of Lemma 4.2.
Hydrodynamics and strong local equilibrium
The hydrodynamic behaviour of the disordered zero-range process is expected, and in some cases proven, to be given by the entropy solution to a scalar conservation of the form
for a flux function f constructed from the microscopic dynamics (see (56) below). Convergence of the disordered zero-range process to the entropy solution of (54) is proved in [8] for subcritical Cauchy data. For our purpose we need hydrodynamic limit for the process starting with a source, which is not considered in [8] . Besides we also need a strong local equilibrium statement. The latter was derived for the homogeneous zero-range process with strictly convex flux in [30] . However, the method used there relies on translation invariance of the dynamics, which fails in the disordered case. The strategy introduced in [4] , where shift invariance is restored by considering the joint disorder-particle process, is not feasible either. Therefore another approach is required here.
We now recall how to obtain the flux function f in (54). It follows from (4) that ∀x ∈ Z, α ∈ A, λ ∈ [0, c),
The quantity
is the stationary current under µ α λ . As a function of the mean density ρ = R(λ) (see (16)- (18)), the current can be written
Its following basic properties are established in [10] . 
From standard convex analysis ( [38] ), we have that
wheref := f * * is the concave envelope of f , defined bŷ
The last equality follows from the fact that f is nondecreasing. Indeed, in this case, (57) implies that for v ≤ 0, 
, where
It follows from (58) that R is a nonincreasing and right-continuous function. 
Remark 4.2 If only the negative half of (16) is assumed, statements (63) and (64) still hold for v < −β, and the former can be extended to v = −β.
Statements (62)- (63) deal respectively with the current across the source and hydrodynamics away from it. They will be needed to prove (45). Statement 
Currents
Let x . = (x s ) s≥0 denote a Z-valued piecewise constant càdlàg path such that |x s − x s− | ≤ 1 for all s ≥ 0. In the sequel we will use paths (x . ) independent of the Harris system used for the particle dynamics, hence we may assume that x . has no jump time in common with the latter. We denote by Γ α x. (t, η) the rightward current across the path x . up to time t in the quenched process (η α s ) s≥0 starting from η in environment α, that is the sum f two contributions. The contribution of particle jumps is the number of times a particle jumps from x s− to x s− + 1 (for s ≤ t), minus the number of times a particle jumps from x s− +1 to x s− . The contribution of path motion is obtained by summing over jump times s of the path, a quantity equal to the number of particles at x s− if the jump is to the left, or minus the number of particles at x s− + 1 if the jump is to the right. Using notation (23), assumption (13) , and that x . and η . have no jump time in common, this can be precisely written
If x>x 0 η(x) < +∞, we also have
For x 0 ∈ Z, we will write Γ α x 0 for the current across the fixed site x 0 ; that is, Γ , η) , where x . is the constant path defined by x t = x 0 for all
The following results will be important tools to compare currents. For a particle configuration ζ ∈ X and a site x 0 ∈ Z, we define
Let us couple two processes (ζ t ) t≥0 and (ζ ′ t ) t≥0 in the usual way through the Harris construction, with x . = (x s ) s≥0 as above. Then, for every z ∈ Z such that y ≤ z and every ζ ∈ X,
Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 4.1 are proved in [10] . From now on, we denote by η 0 any configuration satisfying (21) and (38) .
The following version of finite propagation property will be used repeatedly in the sequel. See [10] for a proof. 
with IP 0 ⊗ IP-probability tending to 1 as t → +∞.
For the current near the origin, we have the following bound, where A ε (α) was defined in (42) above.
Lemma 4.9 Let α ∈ A satisfy (14) . Then lim sup
Proof of Lemma 4.9. By Corollary 4.1 (with y
given by (39) with x t := A ε (α). We then apply (62) of Proposition 4.1 to the r.h.s. of this inequality.
The following result for the equilibrium current will be important for our purpose.
Lemma 4.10 Let α ∈ A satisfy conditions (14) and (16) . Assume ξ α,λ 0 ∼ µ α λ with λ ∈ [0, c). Let (x t ) t>0 be a Z-valued family and assume the limit lim t→+∞ t −1 x t =: β exists and is negative. Then
The proof of Lemma 4.10 uses the following lemma, proved in Appendix A.
Lemma 4.11
For every α ∈ A satisfying (14) and (16) 
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Since part of the following computations will be used later in a slightly different context, we begin in some generality by presenting them for a process (ζ α t ) t≥0 starting from configuration ζ 0 = ζ. When required, we shall specialize this computation to our equilibrium process ζ t = ξ α,λ t . We first note that for ζ ∈ X and x, y ∈ Z such that x < y, analogously to (66),
Given L ∈ N, L > 1, we define a space-averaged current
Using (73), we can write
where
Next, we have by (65)
O(L −1 ) denotes the product of L −1 with a uniformly bounded quantity, and M α,L x (t, ζ) is a martingale with quadratic variation
under IP for any fixed ζ (and uniformly over all choices of ζ). From now on, we assume ζ = ξ α,λ 0 , ζ t = ξ α,λ t and x = x t . In this case, using stationarity of ξ α,λ . , we have
Now, we take L = ⌊εt⌋. With this choice, by (79),
By the triangle inequality and stationarity of ξ α,λ . ,
Now, (72) in Lemma 4.11 and (80) imply that, for ε > 0 such that β < −ε,
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.4
This proof is based on the analysis of currents done in 
In other words, by (67), 
We claim that
Indeed, let y t denote a value of y such that
(such a value exists because the supremum in (82) is over a finite set). Assume (t n ) n∈N is a positive sequence such that lim n→∞ t n = +∞. Since ⌊bt⌋ < y t ≤ 0, there exists a subsequence of (t n ) n∈N along which y t /t has a limit y ∈ [b, 0]. If y < 0, the limit (83) along this subsequence follows from supercriticality condition (21) on the initial configuration η 0 . If y = 0, it follows because T 1 (t, y t , η 0 ) is the sum of a nonnegative term and a vanishing term. A similar argument combined with (71) of Lemma 4.11 establishes (84). This implies
).
For (ii), since η 0 (x) = 0 for x > 0, we have
On the other hand, for x ∈ [⌊bt⌋ − W t, ⌊bt⌋], by (67)
The same argument as in the proof of (i), using assumption (21) and (71) 
Together with (81), (85), (86) and (i), this establishes the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 4.4.
Proof of (50). We start from, using (73) for t large enough,
For i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, we denote by S i (t) the quantity on the i-th line of the r.h.s. of (87). Since the sum in the deterministic quantity S 4 (t) does not depend on t, we have lim
). Using (71) in Lemma 4.11 for the second term, we have
Next, from Corollary 4.2, Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.12(ii), we obtain
In what follows, we make repeated use of the subadditivity of functions x → x ± . Writing
and using (90) with Lemma 4.9, we obtain that lim sup
To conclude we use the decomposition
Then, using (88), (89) and (91), (50) follows with
Proof of (51). By (57) (which implies that f * is nonincreasing) and (58),
Thus, by equation (63) of Proposition 4.1,
in IP 0 ⊗ IP-probability. We can choose β = β κ < b = b κ < −v 0 so that, for κ > 0 small enough,
Indeed, since R is equal to ρ c on [0, v 0 ], the difference between the l.h.s. and the r.h.s. of (94) can be written
Since the second integrand above is bounded by ρ c , one may for instance choose b − β = ε and then (since R is nonincreasing)
which implies lim κ→0 b κ = −v 0 .
Proof of Proposition 4.1
We start with the
Proof of (62).
To prove (62), we use Corollary 4.1 to compare currents, Lemma 4.10 for equilibrium current, and variations on the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Section 3.
Let ε ∈ (0, c). We couple (η α,t s ) s≥0 with the stationary process (ξ 
Applying Lemma 4.10 to the r.h.s. of (97) and letting ε → 0 yields
Next we are going to prove that lim sup We now prove (99). Let δ > 0, and denote byα the modified environment that coincides with α at all sites except at x t , where we set
for δ ∈ (0, c). We couple our source process (η α,t s ) s≥0 with the source process (ηα ,t s ) s≥0 which has a source at the same location x t but environmentα. Proposition 3.1 implies that ηα is not modified by jumps in the bulk. It increases when a particle is created at x t + 1 for the original process but not for the modified one. Note that a particle cannot be removed from the bulk only in the modified process, because ηα ,t s (x t + 1) ≤ η α,t s (x t + 1), and g is nondecreasing. Thus, in the notation of (23), we have
As a function of s, the r.h.s. of (100) is a Poisson process in time with intensity α(
We will now show that lim sup
This, combined with (101) and δ → 0 after t → +∞, implies (99). To prove (102), we use Proposition 3.3 with l = x t and S = Z ∩ (−∞, l]. In this case, the constant functionλ with valueα(l) = c − δ is a solution of (26)- (27) . Sinceλ(x) < c <α(x) for all x > l, the measure µα ,S,λ(.) =:μ, that is the product measure with constant parameterα(l) = c − δ on N Z∩[l+1,+∞) , is invariant for Lα ,S . We introduce a stationary process ξα ,t .
with generator Lα ,S . We can couple this process to ηα 
We now apply the spatial averaging procedure introduced for the current in the proof of Lemma 4.10. Recall the quantities defined in (74)-(78). Writing (77) with x = x t andα ′ yields
is a nondecreasing (random) function of ζ and α, this implies
Since ξα ,t 0 ∼μ, it follows from (78) that 
where the last equality follows from the same computation as in (79). Now we choose L = L(t) in such a way that L → +∞ and L/t → 0 as t → +∞. Plugging (106) into (104) and letting t → +∞, we obtain (102).
Proof of (63).
The proof relies on the microscopic interface property stated in Lemma 4. Let us denote by F λ the c.d.f. of the probability measure θ λ defined in (4), i.e. F λ (t) := θ λ ((−∞, t]) for every t ∈ R, and by F −1 λ the generalized inverse of F λ , defined as in (60)-(61). Let (V x ) x∈Z be a family of i.i.d. random variables independent of the Harris system, such that for every x ∈ Z, V x is uniformly distributed on (0, 1). Then we set
It follows from (107) that if λ ≤λ, then ξ
we have by construction that 
where, similarly to (57),
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We divide it into a lower bound and an upper bound.
Step one. We prove that, for every λ ∈ [0, Λ],
For s, t ≥ 0, we set y t s = ⌊x t + vs⌋ (where t plays the role of a scaling parameter, and s is the actual time variable). By Lemma 4.7 and (66) we have, for λ ∈ [0, Λ],
By Lemma 4.10, the first term on the r.h.s. of (116) converges a.s. to the mean current (p − q)λ. On the other hand, by (71) of Lemma 4.11 and stationarity of ξ α,λ . , the second term converges in distribution to −vR(λ).
Step two. Let S t denote the quantity between brackets in (114), where λ is chosen so as to achieve sup λ∈[0,Λ] [(p − q)λ − vR(λ)] (which is possible by continuity of R). Since |S t | = 2S t + S − t , to complete the proof of the proposition, it is enough to show that lim sup
To this end, it is enough to prove that lim sup
where (z t s ) s≥0 is a rate v Poisson process starting from z t 0 := x t , independent of η α,t . , and IE 1 denotes expectation with respect to this Poisson process. Indeed, the error between the left-hand sides of (117) and (118) To establish (118), for l = εt, m ∈ N * and L = ml, we consider spatial blocks of length l,
for j = 0, . . . , m − 1. We observe that
For s ∈ [0, t], the number of particles to the right of z t s + i − L + 1 can be modified either by a particle jump from or to this position, or by the motion of the Poisson process. Thus
where the first term on the r.h.s. is the contribution of particle jumps and the next one is the contribution of self-motion, with
By (71) of Lemma 4.11,
Since g is bounded, with an error bounded uniformly by a constant times
with , we had one of the equilibrium processes ξ α,λ . , by stationarity, recalling (8), (16) and (55), the expectation of G l,j (s, ξ α,λ s ) (for large l) would be close to (p − q)λ − vR(λ) ≤ f * (v, Λ). We will show that in some sense, locally, η α,t,Λ .
is close to ξ α,λ .
for some random λ. To this end we use the interface property (Lemma 4.3) and a large finite set of values of λ, setting λ k = kΛ/n for k = 0, . . . , n. The process η α,t,Λ .
has one interface with each equilibrium process ξ α,λ k .
. Between two successive interfaces, η α,t,Λ . must lie between two consecutive equilibrium processes, and thus be close to either one if n is large. Besides, if n ≪ L, this will be true essentially everywhere in our window of size L. Eventually, limits will be carried out in the following order: t → +∞, ε → 0, m → +∞ and n → +∞.
We now proceed to details of the above idea. Let J(s) denote the (random) set of indexes j ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} such that the block B l,j (s) contains none of the interfaces x α,λ k ,t s for k = 0, . . . , n. Note that |J(s)| ≥ m − n. If j ∈ J(s), there exists a random k = k(s, j) ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} such that
Note that (125) is true even if all interfaces lie to the right of B l,j (s). Indeed, in this case, η
Since H l,j (s, η) and K l,j (s, η) are increasing functions of η, for j ∈ J(s), (125) implies
On the other hand, since α(.) ≤ 1 and g(.) ≤ 1, we have the rough bound G l,j (s, η) ≤ 1 for any η ∈ X and 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1. Thus
So far, we have reduced the problem to proving that (recall n/m → 0) lim sup
In the last expression, the various equilibrium processes are decoupled, so for each k we may use the stationarity of the corresponding equilibrium process to compute its expectation. Therefore, to establish (127), it is enough to prove that, for every ε > 0, m ∈ N * , n ∈ N * , j ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, k ∈ {0, . . . , n}, (x)] involved in the above integral are all equal to λ k+1 ). The proof of (129) is similar to that of (128), except that we use (71) instead of (72). 
Proof of (63)
we couple η α,t .
with the processη α,t
. , whose source is located at sitex t := x t + a ε (τ xt α) (for a ε defined in (43)), and with the processη α,t,Λ .
starting from initial configurationη α,t,Λ 0 defined as in (108) (but replacing x t byx t ). Let 0 < w < v. Notice that assumption (14) (or equivalently (15) We then let ε → 0 and w ↑ v, u ↓ 0 and Λ ↑ c, so that f * (w, Λ) − f * (u, Λ) → f * (v) − (p − q)c, which establishes (131).
Proof of (64).
The proof of (64) 
A Proofs of Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 4.3. We will define a process (x s ) s≥0 (with given initial point x 0 ) having the desired properties and in addition is piecewise constant, jumping at time s only (necessarily a nearest neighbour jump) when either • s ∈ T If at such times we can always give a choice of x s preserving the required relations, then we are done.
We first observe that if the jump time s results in no particles moving then we can keep x . constant. Equally if s entails the movement together of particles from processes ζ α . and ̟ α . , then again we can maintain the value of x . at time s. We address the remaining cases:
• s ∈ T x s− .
: in this case we are concerned with the motion of a ̟ α . particle and no motion of a ζ • s ∈ T x s− +1 .
: in this case we are concerned with the motion of a ζ α .
particle and no motion of a ̟ where H 1 (x, .) and H 2 (x, .) are power series in λ, whose derivatives can be bounded by power series in λ/c with coefficients independent of x. This implies that (x, λ) → ∂H ∂λ (x, λ) is uniformly bounded on Z × [0, Λ] for any Λ ∈ [0, c).
